
Charmed
Baskets

This pattern utilizes the charm pack
precuts.  For each basket made, two

charms are used, a neutral and a print. 

Special tooling is required.  Basket cannot be made
without the companion angle triangle  ruler.  Note* 

 All angles will require a scant 1/4 inch. 



Cut a neutral 5 inch square in half.
This will measure 2 1/2 by 5. 

 Retain one rectangle for a later
step.  Trim other rectangle to

measure 2 1/2 by 4 1/2.  This is
now piece D
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Cut a 1 inch piece of print
fabric centering the inch on

the diagonal.  Press raw edges
inward and overlapping to

yield a piece of bias that is 3/8
inch wide.  This is piece E 

Pin baste piece E to D approximately 3/8 to 1/2 inch
from edges of D rectangle.  Stitch E to D. 



Take one triangle retained on
page 2.  Using companion

angle tool cut triangle at 2 1/2
inch mark. This is now A.

Trim E overhang even with
piece D 

Using the second triangle
retained from page two, cut 2

triangles at the 1 1/2 inch mark.  
These are now B.  See below. 



Using the retained neutral rectangle
from page 2 use the companion angle
tool and cut two triangles at the 1 1/2
inch line.  These are now C.  Discard 

 neutral scraps.

The square in the above photo
is a scrap.  You can save it for a
corner stone or use in another

scrap quilt. 



Sew pieces C/B  and B/C to
short sides of A 

Sew piece c to b and b to c 



Sew the long edge of A to the
handle edge of D 

Your square unfinished should
measure 4 1/2 inches. 

For additional info, follow me on instagram
@Myquiltprojectsig or on my youtube channel My

Quilt Projects.  You can also find me  at
www.myquiltprojects.wordpress.com 


